


EXIIIPilTION OFFERS INSICIITS INTO WcJRK 

Reality and Interpretation: 20th-Century Clothing anJ Il/11,1tration presents notable 
examples of 20th-century clothing by many significant American and 
European designers, along with drawings and paintings by influential 
illustrators. This juxtaposition of clothing and illustration provides insights 
into the complementary talents and approaches of two kinds of fashion 
artists: designers who create the reality of the garments and illustrators 
whose interpretations crystallize those fashions. 

The clothing spans the decades from the 1920s to the present. The illustrations 
date from the 1950s on. That timeframe offers viewers insights into the 
varied styles and shifting parameters of fashion and the changing role of 
fashion illustration. Garments by students from several Midwestern colleges 
and universities also are featured. Their designs carry the exhibition up to -
the present and introduce ideas that will help shape the fashion industry 
in the future. 

Although the main focus of Rea lily and /11te1711-etatio11 is the connection between 
design and illustration, the exhibition also examines major figures and 
innovations that shaped the industry's course during the 20th century. 
Through couture garments, high-quality ready-to-wear and illustrations, 
it offers viewers opportunities to lpok closely at the work of many significant 
designers. 

Many garments and illustrations are shown side by side. That is unusual 
because it is a major undertaking to find the actual dress, coat, suit or cape 
pictured in a striking illustration or to find a noted artist's illustration of a 
significant garment. Beyond pairing garments and illustrations, the exhibition 
seeks to highlight the beauty and integrity of two related fields while 
revealing the unique characteristics and contributions of each. 

Some designers have been talented illustrators, working out their designs 
through sketches and using their own drawings to present their ideas, but 
many have developed their designs by draping. They shape fabric • usually 
simple muslin for preliminary designs, but sometimes the actual cloth they 
intend to use - into the form they envision, experimenting with different 
silhouettes, cuts and decorative treatments. Moving from design to 
construction, they work with drapers, finishers, tailors and fitting models. 
The production needs of ready-to-wear designers add more personnel. They 
frequently leave the translation of a garment into a two-dimensional 
illustration for illustrators, who work with pen, ink, washes, paints, crayons 
and paper or canvas. The tools all designers use to give life to a garment 
include a wealth of plain or patterned fabrics, each with its distinctive look 
and feel, and trims from beads to braid to feathers to sequins . 
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:F CLOTIIINC DESIGNERS AND ILLUSTRATORS 
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Drawing, whether a quick sketch or a detailed rendering, has played a part 
in communicating design ideas and details through construction and 
production. But its more prominent and visible role has been in documenting 
and interpretmg finished designs. Illustrators often have conveyed the 
essence of designers' work to potential customers and the public through 

drawings and paintings in fashion publications, such as Vogue, Harper's 
Bazaar or Women's Wear Daily, and through illustrations in advertisements 
for designers or retailers. 

Before the development of photography in the mid-19th century, fashion 
ideas could be communicated only through drawn or painted illustrations. 
For decades, limitations in the quality of photographic reproductions kept 
illustrators in demand for advertisements and stories on the clothing 
industry. But hand-rendered illustrations remained crucial, even as 
photography claimed a dominant role in communicating and interpreting 
fashion, joined by films, television, videos and computer graphics. Over 
the last few decades some publications, such as Vogue, have nearly abandoned 
editorial illustrations, but advertisements have continued to feature sketches. 

Fashion illustration remains vital because it excels in capturing the spirit 
or mood of fine clothing with immediacy and directness. Illustrators such 
as those featured in Reality a11J l11terpretatio11 rarely attempt to replicate a 
garment down to the very last detail, the way a photograph can. Instead, 
they filter designers' ideas through their own creativity and sensibilities, 
making choices about how to capture the feel of a particular fabric, the 
movement of a silhouette, the gleam of a shiny bead or button. In the 
process, they often reveal more about the design's personality than about 
its appearance. 

Today's curriculum in fashion design generally includes extensive work in 
drawing by hand and through computer-assisted programs. Students learn 
to present their ideas through drawing and draping. They study illustration 
as an interpretive medium, a way to develop their own design ideas, and 
as a working tool to convey their ideas about silhouettes, grain and seam 
lines to others. Students interested in illustration and those who are more 
focused on design learn and work side by side. As the techniques and 
technologies of clothing continue to change, the relationships of design and 
illustration taught in schools and practiced in the industiy will evolve in 
new directions as well. 

Garments in this exhibition suggest the ways styles have changed across 
the decades, such as the resurgence of luxmy following World War II or 
the dramatic extremes of the 1980s. Other recurrent themes include the 
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interplay of influences from sportswear and menswear, movies, art and 
popular culture. The superb materials and construction of the exhibited 
clothing provide additional pleasures, reminding viewers of the special 
and intricate work involved in careful crafting and engineering. The 
illustrations offer intriguing glimpses of their artists' styles and approaches 
to line, form and color. 

A point of interest for viewers in Ohio is the exhibition's connection to 
the design communities of the state. One of the featured designers, the 
late Shannon Rodgers, concluded his distinguished career at Kent State 
University. Margaret Voelker-Ferrier, one of the featured illustrators, has 
been a long-time member of the faculty at the University of Cincinnati. 
Student designs from the University of Cincinnati, Columbus College of 
Art & Design and Kent State University demonstrate the vitality of design 
interest in Ohio; so do the exceptional garments and illustrations loaned 
by The Ohio State University and Kent State University. Among the 
drawings by New York-based illustrator Steven Stipelman are sketches 
of five Columbus women: Connie Cahill, Lynda Paul, Jane Roslovic, 
Jeanne Rothe and Gwen Weihe. Each portrait is shown next to the gown 
in the sketch. 
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